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Is it...

Real or Fake?

“Close Encounters”

Is it...

Real or Fake?

“Beeni Baby Hat”
How to Play

This game is designed to be played at a baby shower or baby sprinkle.

Call and Answer as a Group: Have one person hold the cards and read the back (all text) side of each card aloud. At the end of the reading they will ask the group “Real or Fake?” The group can shout their answers and the reader will announce if it is real or fake.

Call and Answer- Taking Score: Still have a person hold the cards and read the back (all text) aloud. All participants in the group will number 1-14 and write “Real or Fake” next to each number. The caller will need to keep cards in order as they’re called out. At the end, the caller will reveal the correct answers, whoever scores the most correct answers, wins.

REAL

Cloth diapers have come a long way and these days they come in fashionable prints and limited edition colors. Softbums, makers of the truest One Size diaper, recently released their diaper print “Close Encounters of the Turd Kind” which featured an outer space scene.

REAL (but recalled!)

Pacifiers can be a mom’s best friend, and are linked to safer sleep. When babies lose a pacifier at night it usually means the baby will wake, cry, and need it placed back by mom or dad. To make sure baby never loses a pacifier again Beeni Baby Hats created a wearable hat with straps that attach to both the cap and the pacifier, holding it in place. No risk of baby losing their pacifier on car trips or while sleeping! Retail for $25.
Is it... Real or Fake?
“SnotSucker”

Is it... Real or Fake?
“Otteroo”

Is it... Real or Fake?
“Zaky Pillow”
This product which is accurately named the "SnotSucker" is designed to help young babies who have blocked or runny noses. One plastic, tapered tube goes into the nostril, and a tube with a mouthpiece goes into mom or dad’s mouth. Then they suck the snot right out and baby can once again breathe easy. Buy replaceable filters in bulk just in case!

Ever wanted to take your brand new baby to the pool but they can’t even hold up their heads yet? Imagine an inflatable pool ring but smaller. This ring, called the Otteroo, goes around the baby’s neck, keeping their faces and noses out of harm’s way but leaving their entire body suspended in water. If you looked at the pool it would look as though a baby’s head were floating on a platter.

For those times when your baby needs a calming touch but you have other things to do try using a substitute! The Zaky Baby Pillow claims their hand shaped pillows are just like leaving part of yourself with your baby, and to onlookers, they may assume you’re sawed your arms off for a little peace and quiet. Each Hand pillow rests against the baby, one cradles their head and the other their back, to make them think you’re still there but really you are eating a sandwich in the bathroom.
Is it... Real or Fake?
“Tweet Pee”

Is it... Real or Fake?
“SaddleBaby”

Is it... Real or Fake?
“Teether Toes”
REAL

Diaper changing is the most prolific baby chore associated with a newborn. Huggies devised a device that not only monitors when a diaper has been wet, but tweets it out too. The "TweetPee" measures the humidity in the diaper and then tweets out an announcement that the diaper has been wet. Presumably, this is for parents who are on their smartphones 24/7 with notifications set up when a tweet is received. It isn’t available to regular consumers just yet but I can’t wait until my baby’s first tweet "Mom, I peed in my diaper!"

REAL

Dads love hoisting junior onto their shoulders for a jaunt in the parking lot or at the theme park, but it can too often cause back strain. Enter the SaddleBaby. Strap Dad (or Mom) in using a velcro chest strap with the saddle positioned behind the head. Junior rides on a soft foam seat and the legs are buckled in, we assume, so that mom or dad doesn’t get kicked in the face by an untamed child. Retails for just $60.

REAL

When your baby is constantly chewing on their toes why not actually give them something to chew on? That was one mompreneur’s idea when she made "Teething Toes." Nubby, silicone teethers are attached to the ends of each sock. The idea is that when your baby is naturally inclined to want to chew on their toes, wearing Teething Toes will be more soothing and a bit more sanitary too.
Is it... Real or Fake?
“Draw-a-Smile”

Is it... Real or Fake?
“Womb Freshener”

Is it... Real or Fake?
“1-2-3 Insta-Placenta”
FAKE

When babies are sick most medicines are off limits, but not this one. The "Draw a Smile" is a marker used to alleviate a child’s sick stomach. Draw a smiley face on their stomach and the all natural, homeopathic treatment will go through the skin and make baby feel better. The secret ingredient Dill Essential oil, long known to alleviate stomach ailments, that is delivered transdermically in a small dosage. The "Draw a Smile" markers are sold in packs of 3, and they are even grape scented to make the child even more excited about this new and tasteless way to get over a sick stomach. It is pending FDA approval.

FAKE

Studies show that babies can hear while inside the womb, and can even detect light, and exposing them to classical music may raise their IQ’s. One entrepreneur has now found a way to appeal to an unborn baby’s delicate sense of smell too! Using a "scent-plug" moms-to-be can transfer their favorite calming scents to make baby relax and sleep at night rather than during the day as most do. The plug inserts through the navel and transfers calming lavender or other essential oils to the baby. Early trials after birth found babies who used this produce, aptly named the "Womb Freshener" were 60% more likely to sleep through the night by 3 months old.

FAKE

Placenta encapsulation is gaining in popularity and so is saving the placenta for other, more decorative purposes. To make it easy on new moms who want to turn their placenta into a one-of-a-kind keepsake a mother and daughter team have created the "1-2-3 Insta-Placenta Keepsake Maker." Moms can choose from three meaningful crafts- either turn your placenta into a Venus Goddess, a Teddy Bear, or a Wise Oak. These keepsakes are meant to be displayed and the kit includes a Glass Bell to keep your placenta keepsake free of dust for years to come. Basic hand sewing skills are required or you can pay a fee and mail your placenta to have it turned into the keepsake of your choice.
Is it... Real or Fake?
“Gyro Learner Shoes”

Is it... Real or Fake?
“Cannibaby Oils”

Is it... Real or Fake?
“Mood Diapers”
FAKE

Learning to walk is a challenge for toddlers, with balance being the trickiest part. When your tot keeps falling, instead of using baby knee pads, why not skip the fall completely? Gyro Learner Shoes take the new technology in self-balancing bikes for training and use them for new walkers. Your little one will have each foot and leg balanced with the power of science. The secret is the mechanism in the soles that counter balances each step. Once balance is achieved naturally, with practice, regular shoes can be worn and your precious baby will not have a single scar or rug burn from their precarious first steps. While the price is high at $119.99, it is worth it for the peace of mind.

FAKE

There is a new, controversial treatment for colic-hemp oil. Parents can buy this miracle drug, named "Cannibaby" only in states with medical marijuana laws and only with a prescription from dispensaries. This low-dose of cannabis oil is harnessed in single-use packets to be used in any home oil diffuser. After one treatment parents report colic symptoms virtually disappear and their formerly screaming baby is tear free.

FAKE

Cloth diapers have come a long way baby! Never wonder if your baby is happy or sad thanks to a revolutionary product "Mood Diapers." Scientists have added electrochromic properties to conventional flexible polymers after they’ve been spun, resulting in fabrics that can change colors based on your baby’s mood. Just like a mood ring, the diaper is-
Green: Happy, Blue/Green: Calm or Drowsy, Light Green: Sleepy,
Green: Normal or Satiated, Purple: A little hungry, Orange: Wet or dirty diaper, Grey: Bored, Colic